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Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive
eBook, animations, student practice activities and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and
learning analytics reporting tools. Its student-focused approach provides visitors with the knowledge they
need to make educated decisions about their overall nutrition.Created for majors and advanced
nonmajors, the 6th Edition of Nutrition offers a contemporary, comprehensive introduction to nutrition
concepts, guidelines, and functions.New & Key Features:- NEW - This text is among the 1st to highlight
the findings and recommendations help with in the 2015 Dietary Guidelines for People in americaUPDATED - Going Green and FYI boxes incorporate the most recent nutrition-related research and newsNEW - The brand new Getting Personal feature encourages students to apply concepts with their own
lives- NEW - Animations within the Navigate 2 eBook help simplify difficult concepts
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Five Stars Got this for my nutrition class, I still reference it from time to time. Five Stars Excellent
condition!! I got a mature edition of this for my brother who's conveniently led astray by cranks and
quacks who prey on people with little understanding of individual physiology or diet. Condition was just
like it was expressed.. okay shipping time but really worth it! Great price! ... Great condition Book came
great!..! formatted with obvious graphs and resources which make it easy to learn This book is very well
formatted with clear graphs and resources that make it easy to learn. I wanted a hard copy-I'm happy! He
hasn't reported any issues either with the info presented nor along with his ability to make sense of the
science without a lot of a history beyond senior high school biology. No complaintsIf you've made it
theough senior high school chemistry you'll likely discover this text useful.. Easy reading ? I'm currently
studying up for an exercise Nutrition Specialist Qualification through NASM, which is the reserve they
gave me as an Ebook.) He's very happy with it and currently did some checking into information on
Supplement D. Easy reading ? great use! . great use! Great reference text Great shipping time! Can’t wait
to read through it all Five Stars great book to go with the class I was taking Five Stars An absolute must
have for nutrition students! passed all my examinations with this textbook! I wanted a difficult copy-I'm
happy!. (He's great on quantum physics and advanced mathematics, but not bio sciences. old edition of
this for my brother who's very easily led astray by cranks and quacks who victimize . Book is basically
brand new. Although, I didn't utilize the book very much for the course, it was nice to possess. I'd
recommend it to anyone curious about nutritional issues or who end up lost between news tales of recent
research results and counter-statements about the knowledge presented.
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